August 13, 2020

Dear Christine:

Re: Freedom of Information Request 2020-GR-010 (the “Request”)

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (RSO 1990)

1. The Request

I am writing regarding your access request under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (hereafter, ‘the Act’) received by our office on July 7, 2020.

We confirm your Request provided as follows:

For the period November 1, 2019 to July 17, 2020:

All records in the possession, custody or control of McMaster University describing the isolation of a SARS-COV-2 virus, directly from a sample taken from a diseased patient, where the patient sample was not first combined with any other source of genetic material (i.e. monkey kidney cells aka vero cells; lung cells from a lung cancer patient; fetal bovine serum).

Please note that I am using "isolation" in the every-day sense of the word: the act of separating a thing(s) from everything else. I am not requesting records where "isolation of SARS-COV-2" refers instead to:

- the culturing of something, or
- the performance of an amplification test (i.e. a PCR test), or
- the sequencing of something.

Please also note that my request is not limited to records that:
- were authored by McMaster University researchers, or
- pertain to work done by McMaster University researchers, or
- pertain to work done at McMaster University.

My request includes any sort of record, for example (but not limited to) any published peer-reviewed study that McMaster University has downloaded or printed. If any records match the above description of requested records and are currently available to the public elsewhere, please provide enough information about each record so that I may identify and access each record with certainty (i.e. title, author(s), date, journal, where the public may access it).
2. **Responsive Record**

A search has been conducted, and we have found no responsive records to your request. At this time, the research related to this request is in progress, and so no records have been produced at McMaster University.

3. **Decision**

While our search resulted in no responsive records, we have identified a publication that may be of interest to you:


In compliance with the terms of McMaster’s subscription to this journal, we cannot provide you with the article. You can find this article here: [https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32558639/](https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32558639/)

4. **Fees**

There are no further fees required to complete this process.

5. **Party Responsible for Decision**

The official responsible for making final access decisions on your request is Ms Andrea Thyret-Kidd, University Secretary and Privacy Officer.

6. **Appeal**

You may request the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review this decision and fee within thirty days from the date of this letter. The Commissioner’s address is Suite 1400, 2 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1A8. A request for appeal must be accompanied by a $25.00 fee and should include the following:

- the file number assigned to this request (2020-GR-010)
- a copy of this decision letter
- a copy of the original request for information

Sincerely,

Ms Andrea Thyret-Kidd
University Secretary and Designated Head of Institution

cc: File